Spring 2018 – Term 1182 (January 16 – April 27, 2018)

**BEHP 403: Ethics Across Care Continuum – Instructor: Mark Kuczewski**

**BEHP 404: Biomedical Ethics & Law – Instructor: Cavan Doyle**

T Beauchamp, J Childress. *Principles of Biomedical Ethics*, 2012
R Charon, M Montello. *Stories Matter: The Role of Narrative in Medical Ethics*, 2002

**BEHP 407: Social Science and Bioethics – Instructor: Lena Hatchett**
AJ Schulz, L Mullings. *Gender, Race, Class and Health: Intersectional Approaches*, 2006

**BEHP 416: Catholic Bioethics & Social Justice – Instructors: Michael McCarthy, Therese Lysaught**
Brady, *Essential Catholic Social Thought*, 2006

**BEHP 420: Advanced Topics in Bioethics & Law – Instructor: Nanette Elster**

**BEHP 428: Writing & Scholarship Skills – Instructor: Nanette Elster**
JM Williams, GG Colomb, *Style: The Basics of Clarity and Grace*, 2014

**BEHP 430: Advanced Clinical Ethics Skills (ACES) – Instructor: Katherine Wasson**
ASBH, *Core Competencies for Healthcare Ethics Consultation*, 2nd ed.
ASBH, *A Case-Based Study Guide for Addressing Patient-Centered Ethical Issues in Health Care*

**BEHP 431: Advanced Topics in Research Ethics – Instructor: Emily Anderson**